
Summer Assignments for The Things They Carried 

 
As you read O’Brien’s The Things They Carried, follow and complete the individual assignments.  All of 
these assignments should be entered in a hardcover composition notebook.  Each assignment must be 
handwritten in blue or black ink and each individual assignment must be labeled and have its own 
page(s). 
 
 
1. Read handout #1 before you start the novel, then read pp. 1-26. 

 Make a list of the soldiers and the special items they carried. 
 
   
2. Read handout #2, then read pp. 27- 61: “Love,” “Spin,” and “On the Rainy River.” 

 Choose your favorite of the three stories and write a one-paragraph synopsis.  

 Write another paragraph about the ways memory unites these stories 
 
3. Read pp. 62-84: “Enemies,” “Friends,” “How to Tell a True War Story,” and “The Dentist.” 

 Identify the protagonist of each story. 

 Write a paragraph discussing the differences between memoir and fictions. 

 Is it acceptable to invent scenes or dialogue when writing a memoir? Why or why not?  

 Is it alright to add elements of real-life events in fiction writing? If so, must the author let the 
reader know what is factual, and what is not? 

 
4. Read pp. 85- 110: “Sweetheart of the Song Tra Bong.”  

 How does O’Brien’s use of figurative language enhance the reader’s experience? Explain with 
examples from the novel. 

 
5. Read pp. 111-131: “Stockings,” “Church,” “The Man I Killed,” “Ambush,” and “Style.” 

 Identify at least one object that functions as a symbol and discuss its symbolic importance. 
 
 
6. Read pp. 137-162: “Speaking of Courage” and “Notes.”  

 Review the stories and write a character analysis of Norman Bowker. 
 
7. Read handout #3, then read pp. 163-188: “In the Field,” “Good Form,” and “Field Trip.” 

 What is the relationship between truth and fact in The Things They Carried?  

 Why are facts important? 

 How much factual information do we need to understand the truth? 
 
 
8. Read pp. 189-218: “The Ghost Soldiers.”  

 Identify at least three themes explored in The Things They Carried. 
 
9. Read pp. 219-246: “Night Life” and “The Lives of the Dead.”  

 Write a short essay, two hand-written pages , exploring your personal reactions to the novel. 
Make sure to go beyond simply expressing a like or dislike of the novel. 

 
 

 

  



Words from the Novel: Please define these 107 words and be able to use them in a sentence. 
 
Expect a quiz over these words during the first week of class. 

 
elusive   distracted    devout makeshift     malaria awe ambush         insignia 

Artillery      poise      casualty             zeal   cowardice       comport      ruthless 

forthrightly     frugal   naïve     deferment   comparable           exile        acquiescence 

pious  cryptic grotesque    reticence   hover    vigil  mockery   skittish   rectitude 

surreal     silhouette   precede    aesthetic    proximity    anarchy   ambiguity   peculiar 

mundane    fortified     vulnerable   coy tentative    opaque audible      waver 

contempt    vouch     detonate   rout    privilege    frail     patriotic cadre grope 

evaporate affluent      descend      flourish     shrapnel maneuver disjointed 

tangible  feigned      conceive recollection complicity discretion 

preferable bearing      traction happenstance submerged interpreter obligatory 

embody  solemn      pagoda compress sensation gangrene reinforced 

superstitious calculate earnest      credential skeptic     gyroscope      taut posture 

immense unattached atrocity    sentiment peril stench lucid obscure    snatch 

defoliant deserted mellow     inert    blatant momentum skim 

 

 

 

 








